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images/wallpaper.Q: Can't locate python type object
for module "math" So I'm writing a piece of code to

type some simple calculations for a lecture. I've
been working on it for a week and would like to get
some feedback on the code. I'm having trouble with
the find_variable function which is essential to allow

the calculation of things like 1/3. The structure of
the type object is that of a list of strings, with the
contents (variable name and type) being the key.

Right now, the error I'm getting is: Can't locate type
object for module'math' and the line where it's

happening is this one: v = find_variable(self, 'pi',
'double') My code is here: Thanks EDIT: I also tried
making it into a dict, and used that method to find
the type and name of the variables, but no change.

A: The find_variable function does not return a
value, but modifies the variable name list. You can
either return this modified list: >>> names = ['a',

'b', 'pi'] >>> res = {} >>> names.sort() >>> for n
in names: res[n] = n >>> res 6d1f23a050
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